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EVERYTHING CAN BE HACKED, EVEN THE TRUTH. Will this fact set Sienna free or plunge her

into an even bigger lie? Sienna Lewis lives in a world constantly threatened by a hacktivist group

known as SWARM. After SWARM executes its deadliest attack yet, Sienna and her three college

friends learn they have been chosen for the ELIXIR ProjectÃ¢â‚¬â€•a master plan designed to

overthrow SWARMÃ¢â‚¬â€•and participation is mandatory. As she faces the deadly challenges of

the Project, Sienna confronts layers of conspiracies that force her to question everyone she trusts

and everything she believes about her friends, her parentsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ untimely deaths, and

herselfÃ¢â‚¬â€•all while staying one step ahead of SWARM. In this fast-paced, near-future thriller,

will love and loyalty have time to catch up with Sienna? Or will she crack under the pressure of a

future already chosen for her?
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Meet Sienna   College freshman Sienna Lewis has the world in front of her. She&#039;s about to

board a plane with her three friends for a summer study abroad program in Greece. After a call from

her uncle Cai, she realizes things are not always what they seem. The hacktivist group known as

SWARM just committed another deadly attack and tragically, this one will change the world forever.

Chosen against her will   Sienna, Darren, Chloe, and Nick learn they have been chosen for the Elixir

ProjectÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•a master plan designed to overthrow SWARMÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•and



participation is mandatory. In the process, loyalties are tested as Sienna realizes firsthand how one

simple statement can undo everything she thought was true.

Nobody saw it coming   As she faces the deadly challenges of the Project, Sienna confronts layers

of conspiracies that force her to question everyone she trusts and everything she believes about her

friends, her parentsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ untimely deaths, and herselfÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•all while staying

one step ahead of SWARM.

Everything can be hacked, even the truth   In this fast-paced, near-future thriller, will love and loyalty

have time to catch up with Sienna? Or will she crack under the pressure of a future already chosen

for her?

I know why they did it--we all do now.as I look back, it makes sense.But none of us saw it coming.If

we had, we would have stopped them--at any cost.

Kary Oberbrunner  is an author, coach, and speaker who helps individuals and organizations clarify

who they are, why they&apos;re here, and where they&apos;re going so they can become a Soul

on Fire, experience unhackability, and share their message with the world. He lives with his wife

Kelly and three kids in Ohio.

I can't believe I read this so fast! I'm not generally a techie thriller reader. I usually go for the

assassination/conspiracy theory/lone wolf type of books. And although the sci fi aspects of this were

far fetched I just could NOT put this book down. And when it ended and I figured out this was just

published and there's no sequel yet?!?!? Aaarrrggghhh!!!

Just when you thought it was safe to go back in the water [cue Jaws theme]...Things are not what

they seem to be. Trust nobody. Trust nothing. Will SWARM find you? Does ELIXIR have the

solution? If you are drawn to the Hunger Games arena, you will not be able to resist ELIXIR Project.

I simply can't put the book down. As each chapter unfolds, I am more and more certain that this is a

life-changing novel. You are being hacked--whether you like it or not. What should you do? Read

ELIXIR Project...and find out. Oh, Kary Oberbrunner, when is the sequel coming out?! I'm on the

edge of my seat, just waiting...



As someone who is not normally a Sci-Fi guy, I was drawn into the story from the very start. I felt

engaged with the characters and the pot right right away, and it kept building through each chapter.

The timing of this book is ideal, with the idea of being hacked now a daily possibility. An intriguing,

captivating, and thought provoking read that really got me thinking in ways that I haven't before.

This book quickly grabbed me and before I knew it I was immersed into this new world of

possibilities. This story challenge my mind at every turn and I loved it. It is so good that it stays with

you long after you stop reading. I know I will want to read it again while waiting for book #2.

After reading the first half of the book, I told myself to finish it - it might be worth it. I am so glad that I

did. The last few pages made it more than worthwhile. The ending was unbelievable!

As far as story, character and world go, the pace is fast, exhilarating even. The world is near our

own, but with a dystopian twist, where something is VERY wrong. And of course our main character

is thrown into a situation that may just resolve the world's problems. I love this kind of stuff. So, just

on story alone, I give it five stars.But what I also loved is it helped me recognize some things in my

own creative life, when I'm accomplishing the stuff I care about, and when I'm not. Especially

because of the word FLOW, used quite a bit here. As an artist, I crave flow and want it more often

than I have it. This story made me think about flow, and look at my own past

accomplishments/failures in a broader light. When I step up and when I don't. AND this thinking

inspired ME to step up more, consistently more.

I listened to the audio version of Kary Oberbrunner's book, and while I am not usually a sci-fi fan at

all, I loved this story! I found myself waiting for my next driving commute or gap in my day so that I

could listen to the next installment. The plot and characters kept me well engaged from start to

finish; I was sorry when it ended, and will certainly be on the lookout for its sequel. It's a very

interesting and imaginative take on a scary reality that threatens most of us on many levels and

aspects of our lives, and as such is thought-provoking as well as entertaining. In addition, it is very

well narrated by a talented young lady who maintained a great consistency of voices and accents

throughout. Thoroughly recommended! (Will definitely be buying a hard copy of the book for keeps,

sharing and second reading...)

When I started reading this book I didn't want to put it down until I had finished it. It is scary to think



that this could really happen.I loved the characters. Kary has done a great job keeping you guessing

all the way to the end. kary I hope you will write a book two. I want to know what happens to the

characters.
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